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IcAm CONTROL SYSW AFPLICED Tc THE FIATS 

By L. Stewart Rolls asdRobert C. Innis 

As a portion of the gen& research program on the use of 
boundary-layer ccmtrol to improve the m lift characterfstics of 
airplane wbgs, the Bureau of Aeronautica loaned the Ames Aercmautical 
Laboratory of the RACA sn FgP-4 air-plane to evaluate a high-energy blow- 
ingboundary-layer-control systemin flight. Thehigh-ener@yblowing- 
boundary-layer cmtrol systemwas i.nstalledtitheFgP-kairplaueby 
the Grumman A2txraf-t Eng3neer3ng Corporation on ccmtract with the Brrreau 
of Aeronautics. 

A series of test fU&ts were made to measure the lift and drag 
variationstith changes Inangle ofattackfor the flapandgearbothup 
and down and for blaring both on and off. The test data indicated that 
the boundary-layer-control system Increased the jmxknumliftcoefficient 
in the approach canfigurations from 1.93 to 2.32. An evaluatfm of the 
airplane bgthe four research pilots at the Iaboratmy Fndicatedanaver- 
age reductim of 10 loots in the approach speed by the use of the 
boundary-layer-control system. Calculationsweremadeto evaluate the 
performance capabiJlties of the airplane with boundary-layer control in 
the take-off, catapult, approach, and lanadng mIsigmationa. 

An increased em@msis has been placed, in thelastfewyears, an 
theuse ofboumkcy-layer cmtrol (BLC) to improve the Ilti chszacter- 
istics of Tdlgs. Reaesxch studies m the ulje of boundary-layer control 
have been cmducted by the Air Force, the Bureau of Aermautics, univer- 
sities, and the Natimal. Adtisary C!cm&ttee for Aercmautics. !&is 
research has been ccmducM with both area-suction (e.g., ref. I) and 
hi&-energy blawFng (e.g., ref. 2)ty-pes ofboundaxy-layer cmtrol. 
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. 
As a portion of this -extensive program, the Bureau of Aerollautics. 

contracted tith the Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation to modify 
an F9F-4 airplane to..incorporate a high-energy bloKLng system over the 
flap. The Bureau of Aeronautics lmed this boundary-layer-control - 
equipped F9F-4 to the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory of the NACA to evalu- 
ate the boundary-layer control system in flight. 

.- 

The purpose of this report is to present the ~-f&i&t evaluation 
of the high-energy boundary-layer control system, to compare the present 
results with those derived from small-scale wind-tunnel tests, and to 
calculate the effect of the use.of the boundary-layer control system on 
the landing and take-off characteristics based on the flight results of 
the aircraft. 

NOTATION 

CD drag coefficient' dra@; 
' ss 

CL lift coefficient, F 
L 

maximum lift coefficient 

%J specific heat at constant pressure 

% mcm?lltum c0effscient, wG 
FG QrOBS thrust, lb 

Q acceleraticm constant, 32.2 ft/sec2 

J mechanical e@ZLvalent of heat, ft-lb/Btu 

B engine speed, percent 

'd duct stat& pressure, lb/sq ft 

PO 
free-stream static pressure, lb/sq f-t 

9 dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

:- 

S wing area, sq f-t 
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x 

Y 

a 

*CL 

6 
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air temperature tiduct, OR 

velocity of blawFng jet,assuming isentropic expansion to free- 

stream static pressure, J2gx I ft/sec 

weight flow of air in the bloHng system, Ib/sec 

horizontal distance from the nozzle to the tangent polnt on the 
flap nose, in. 

vertical dfstance from nozzle to the tangent potit on the flap 
nose, in. 

angle of attack, deg 

increment between two values of CL at constant angle of attack 

ratio of total pressure at ccxrpressor to total pressure at sea 
level 

ratlo of total temperature at compressor to total temperature at 
sea level 

The a-lane used in these tests, a Grumman F9F-4, is a stigle- 
place, straight-wing, jet-propelled aircraft. A dram of the test 
airplane fs shoxn in figure 1 and a photograph in figure 2. Dimensianal 
data for the airplane are presented in table I. External modifications 
made to the airplane consisted of a nose boom used to mount sn airspeed 
head and an angle-of-attack vane. Dura this Investigation the gross 
weight; of the airplane varied from 15,000 pounds to 13,000 pounda and the 
center of gravity was at about 24 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. 

. 

The entire boundary-layer ccntrolsystemwas installedbythe 
Grwmnan Aircraft weering Corporation. A schematic drawing of this 
system ia shown Fn figure 3. The system consists of ports on the engine, 
the ducting fram the engine to the flap, the blowing slit over the flap, 
snd a cmtrol valve actuated manually by the pilot. A sketch of the 
wing cross sectian shotig the relative location of the wing duct, nozzle 
in the a shroud, and flap is shown In figure 4(a). The variation of 
flap gap and flap spacing is shown In fI.gure 4(b), and a photograph of 
the nozzle is shown in figure 4(c), The mFlximum air flow is governed by 
the nozzle exit area (2.6 sq Fn.) and the engine pressure sFnce the wing 
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duct nozzles operate at a supercritical pressure.-pe variation of 
engine bleed air with engLne speed, 
in figure 4(d). 

with the valve full o&n, is shown 
A nearly continuous nozzle was provided by the use of 

shims located every 1.5 inches spanwise which resulted in a mean nozzle 
gap of 0.040 inch as compared to a design value of 0.042 Inch. The flaps- 
down tests were carried out with flaps deflected to 45O. 

c 

The normal flap system on the F9F-h airplane consists of two flaps: 
a simple split flap located fn the wing center se&ion on the lower .- 
surface of the fuselage, and a slottedflap~focated on the inboard end 
of the Hing outer panel. These two flaps are-shown in figure 2. The - ,a- 
blowing-system modifications were made to the wing ahead of the slotted.. i. -L 
flap only. These modifications consIsted of relocating the flap hinge 
point to an optimum flap position for blowlag, ELE indicated by wind-tunnel 
tests for this configuration (ref. 3), and also a redesign of the slotted- -_-- - 
flap leading edge to f%rm a converging -channel between the relocated flap 
and the wing duct. The revised hinge fittings~d flap actuators were _ 
mounted externally as shown in figure 5. The pylons which appear in this .- 
figure were not on the wing during the majority of these tests. The 
original droopable 1-g edge o? the +ng which is activated by the w&g 

7 -- 
_ 

flap was maintained on this airplane. 

In3trumentfi were Installed to KiJmiLtaneously record measurements of 
airspeed, altitude, norms.1 acceleration, longftudinal acceleration, angle 
of attack, and net thrust in order to determine the lift capabilities of 
the varfous configurationa of the blowing system-tested. Further instru- 
mentation was installed in the afrplane to measure the quantity of bleed 
air flow and the bleed duct preasure ratio. 

+- 
.- 
.- . 

Measurements of the low-speed characteristics of the test airplane 
were taken at an altitude of 5,000 feet to permit complete stalling of 
the airplane without undue hazard. 'The da&-included in this report 
were taken during runs In steady flight at gradually decreasing airplane 
velocLty, beginning at the placard speed with the flaps and gear down 
(220 knots), and continufng until about 10 hots above the-.stall speed. = 
A time-history record was then obtained from this point down to the stall. 
The rate of change of airape-ed during the time-history portion of the 
record did not exceed 1 kctot per second. Thk records were-terminated when - 
the pilot felt the air@ne was no langer controllable. The variations of 
flap effectiveness tith momentum coefficient were obtained from data taken 
at various engine speeds and valve positions. 

An appraisal of the boundary-layer control system, as installed in 
the FgF-4 airplane was made by the four research pilots at the Iaboratory 
during simulated carrier landings, with a landing signal officer, with 
the boundary-layer control system on and off. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Hfect of ELo&ng on the Aerodynsmic Characteristics 

The configuration of the test adz-plane which will be considered as 
the basic configuration is shown in figure 2. This configuration was with 
tip tanks on, both the wing flap and the fuselage split flap operating, 
droopable nose activated by the-flap, and the under surface of-the King 
clean except for the external hinges. 

Lift and drag.- A set of data obtaked 
the approach condition is shown fn figure 6. 
ation of angle of attack and drag coefficient 
equations used to determine the lift and drag 
in Appendix A. Examination of these equations indicates that the lift 
and drag coeffitcients as presented in this report have been corrected for 
the effect of the engine thrust. The three airplane configurations for 
tiich data are presented in figure 6 are: (I) flaps and gear up, boundary- 
layer c~troloff; (2)flaps and gear doun,boundary-layer control off; 
and (3) flaps andgear down boundary-layer control on. These data are 
for a flap deflection of 45’ and an apprach power setting of 85 percent 
of maz&uum engine speed. The tifference i;L the angle of attack for Stall 

with the flaps and gear up snd with the flaps and gear dawn is attribut- 
able, in part, to the droopable leading edge which is deflected when the 
tramg-edge flap is lowered. The maximum lift coefficients shown in 
this figure are 1.30 flaps and gear up, 1.9 flaps and gear down - bloulng 
off, and 2.32 flaps and gear dti - blow&q on. 

for the test airplane in 
This Figure shows the vari- 
tith lift coefficient. The 
coefficients are discussed 

Also shown in figure 6 is the variation of momentum coefficient 
(c,) wfth 1ff-L eoefficfent. TM8 variation 3.n momentum coefficient is 
the result of the gradual decrease in dynamic pressure used to vary the 
lift coefficient during a test run. 

Comparison of the dragpolars shownin figure 6 fndicatea that the 
drag coefficients tith blowing on are greater than with blow9ng off at 
low values of lift coefficients. This was also indicatedinthewind- 
tunnel tests of this installation (ref. 3). These higher drags are 
attributed to the increase in the induced drag caused by changes Fn the 
span load distribution as a result of the blowing over the flap. The 
method of references k snd 5 was used to compute the theoretical ticrease 
in the induced drag. The computed increase was approxfmately 0.025 tiich 
cczqares with a measured ticrease of appraximately 0.030, thus Fndfcatlng 
that themeasuredincrementis slightly greater than that computed by 
theory. 

Effect of changing erM . pe Toevaluake the effect of cm- 
ing the engine speed as mi&%urek& a take-off Or a wave-&f 
wu=r, the lift ti drag characteristics of the airplane were measured 
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at military power (lC)O-percent rpm), These lift and drag vsriations, 
along with the variation Fn momentum coefficient, are presented in 
figure 7. --Also shown Fn this figure are the characteristics measured at 
the approach power (N = 85 percent). These data show that at military 
power, the lift coefficient is higher for the same angle of attack and 
the drag coefficient Is higher for the asme.lift coefficient. These 
changes are attributed to Increases in moanentum coefficient at the higher 
engine speed and till be Uscussed more fLI.Jy in a later section. 

Effect of Blowing on Lift Incr.ementa 

The variation of airplsne Lift coefficient with momentum coefficient 
at several values of angle of attack is presented in figure 8. The change 
Fn flap lift increment @th changea in-mamentum coefficient at constsnt 
angle of attack is presented in figure go These data indicate that the 
lift increment due to blowing approaches a constant value at the higher 
values of momentum coefficient at angles of attack below that for maxi- 
mum lift. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the boundary-layer control system, 
a comparisonwas madebetweenthe flap lift increments ObtaInedduring . 
flight and the theoretical flap Uft increments com-puted by the method of 
reference 5. A comparison is presentedin figure 10, The airplane 
configuration used in this ccnzrplzrieon -ms selected as one on which the r 
flap lift increment could be most reliably computed by means of the 
theory (i.e., blowIn@; flap deflected, split flap retracted, nose flap 
locked drooped, and tig-ti$ tanks removed). The flap lift increments, 
as shown in this figure, are larger than those crmnputed from reference 5. 
The exact breakdown of these higher lifts between circulation increases 
and mere momentum changes is un&~own; however,assuming thetotalmomentum 
of the blowing system was converted into lift, due to its downward deflec- 
tion, the lift coefficient would be Increased by only 0.022. A photograph 
of the airplane aa modified to obtain the data to correlate with -t&e 
theory is shown in figure IL The measured lift coefficients versus angle 
of attack for this configuration are shown in figure 12. 

A comparison of the flight results with the results of a l/5.5-stale 
model of the FgF-4 performed at the David Taylor Model Basin (ref. 3) is 
presented in figure 13. In figure Ilj(a) the comparison of the flight and 
tunnel measured variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack is 
presented. The variation as measured in the wind-tqmnel -aa shown In thJ.e 

figure has been corrected for the same variation in mcmentum coefficient 
as occurred during atypical flightdatarun. This ccmpariaon fndicates 
a higher flight lift coefficient than measured Q the wdruj tunnel. The .- 
difference in angle of attack for stall as measured in the wFnd tunnel 
must be attrfbuted to Reynolds number as there was no difference in model r 
configuration indicated, A comparison of t&e.ticrement in LWt due to.. 
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blaring is presented ti figure 13(b). It was necessary to base this 
cmparison an the incrementduetoblow3ngas there wereno data available 
from which to.ccPnpute the effectiveness of the basic flap of the wind- 
tunnelmodel. This c~~~parisca3.also showsthattheuft increments as 
measured ti flight are higher than those indicated by the wind-tunnel 
tests. These wind-tunnel data show the same tendency as the flight data 
to level off at the higher values of momentum coefficient. The lower 
lift increments due to blawlng measured in the tunnel may be the result 
of a more effective basic flap installation on the model (i.e., no cut- 
outs, no exkrnal hinges, snd a smoother surface) than was present on the 
test ajrplsne. 

Effect of Blow&g a'the Take-Off and Lsntig Characteristics 

In order to operate the engine in the F9F-4airplsne durfngblow- 
3ng operation without exceeding the Umits of tail pipe temperature, it 
was necessary to fncrease the area of the tail pipe exit. This modifi- 
cation to the engine tail pipe resulted in a thrust loss on the modified 
engine. Figure 14, based on the data frcan reference 6, shows the thrust 
variation with engine speed for the engine as modified to include the 
blowing system,and for comparisa thethrustvariatim of anunmmied 
engine is also shown. Whether the blowing system was operating or not 
did not appreciably affect the thrust characteristics of the modified 
engine. TO evaluate the .effect of.these losses ti thrust on the perform- 
ance of the air-plane, compariscmswillbemade inthe follarlngcandi- 
tions: (a) take-off, (b) catapult take-off, (c) ap-proach, and (d) land- 
ing. The methods used to cwte these values are presented in Appendix B. 
Since the take-off speed and the catapult speed are set up as functicsss 
of C&, or the stalling speed, these speeds are presented in figure 
15 for comparison. 

. 
Take-off characteristfcs.- &om the take-off speeds as defined Fn 

figure 15 the following t&e-off distances have been computed: 
v Weight = 15,o-oo lb Weight = Il.U ,000 lb 

Ground Distance over 50 Ground Distance over 50 
foot obstacle foot obstacle 

Blowingon 1E 2729 2E 4160 
Blowing off =-J-3 3135 3410 4755 
Standard 1654 2590 2595 3679 

airplane 
Blowing on 

(assumhg no 1396 2217 2190 
thrust losses) 

3245 
1 
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It w2.U be noted that the aJrpl.ane is critically affected by the loss 
of thrust caused by the installation of the blowing system; in fact, it 
cancels snybenefitwhichtightbe derived ft~~.~the blowing system. If 
the blowing system could be installed without these severe thrust losses, 
apprec-lable gain in the take-off performau ce could be realized. 

Catapult take-off characteristics.- Since the land take-off is only 
me phase of the take-off problem, an estimate of the catapult capabili- 
ties of the aIrplane was made. The catapult end speeds for the aIrplane 
with blowing on and the standard airplane are shown in figure 15. AUo 
shown in this figure is the capability of an H&B catapult. The abrupt 
termination of the catapult end speed curve for the airplane with 
boundary-layer control, at a gross weight of 19,700 pounds, is caused by 
the fact that the excess thrust (thrust available &us thrust required) 
no longer exceeds an assumed mzT&mm desirable value of 0.065 times the 
gross weight. The difference between the velocity supplied by the 
catapultandthe end speedrequiredis the amountofwindthathastobe 
blowing over the deck. The wind over the deck reqtired as a function of 
the gross weight for the two airplane CcmfiguratfOnS fs presented in 
figure 16. It will be noted, at weights below 19,700 pounds, that the 
airplane tith boundary-layer control requires about 6 knots lese wind 
than the standard airplane. 

Approach characteristics.- Based on an evaluaticmbythe four 
research pilots (which will be discussed in the next section), the 
approach speeds were 103 knots tith the standard airplane and 93 knots 
with the boundary-layer control system operat+g. These speeds are 
based on a gross weight of 13,100 pounds. If the approach lift coef- 
ficients are plotted on the lift curves for the basic configuration as 
is done on figure 17, it is seen that the effect of operating boundary- 
layer control systems is to allow the pilot to allproach at an angle of 
attack, blowing on, equal to or greater than that with blowing off. If 
it is assumed that the angle of attack wLl1 be kept constant then the 
variation of approach speed with gross weight can be computed. This var- 
iation is shown on figure 18. 

LandFug characteristics,- $0 evaluate the effect of the bomdary- 
layer control system on the actual landing performan ce of the airplane 
the landing distances have been computed and are compared in the follow- 
ing table. To calculate this sinking type approachan engine speed of 
70 percent and a Ck tith blowing on of 2.1were used. During a 
lantig the thrust loss on the adrplane tith boundary-layer control is 
no lmger a factor and the benefit of the boundary-layer control is 
readily seen. In the calculations ag-proach power is assumed until the 
touchdown point at which time a complete chop of power 2s made and no 
thrust acts during the ground ti. 
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WeLght = 13,000 lb WeLtit = 15,000 lb 
Ground Distance over 50 Ground Distance over 50 

run foot obstacle run foot obstacle 
BOUTldary-l&ye 

control an 1515 2%0 1755 2730 
Boundary-layer 

control off l-620 3680 la80 
(or standard 

3444 

airplane) I 

Pilotrs Opinion 

A short evaluation of the airplane was conducted by four NACA pilots 
todeterminetheminimum safe speeds atwhich carrier-typeapproaches 
could be made tith and without the boundary-layer control system. The 
speeds chosen by each pilot, as well as the reasons for choosing them, 
are shown in table II. These speeds are corrected to calibrated airspeed 
and correspond to a normal landing gross weight of ap~rnm'te2.y 13,100 
pounds. Also included ti this table is a sv of the stall speeds 
(corrected to calibrated airspeed) and stall characteristics of the air- 
plane as reported by each pilot. 

It will be noted that an appreciable difference exists between the 
apprO&ch speeds chosen by the different pilots. This can be attributed 
to the individual interpretation of a Sinimumsafeapproach speed" and 
to the vary5ng degrees of turbulence encountered by each -pilot. Because 
of this, it is felt that a much more valid evaluation of the system can 
be obtained by cming the decrease in approach speed experienced by 
each pilot due to the use of boundary-layer control rather than comparing 
the average approach speed. h the basis of this, it seems that an aver- 
age of a IO-knot reduction in approach speed can be realized by the use 
of this system. 

Theprimaryreason for Umitingtheapproach speedlies fn the abil- 
ity to control the a-lane altitude or to srrest a sink rate. This speed 
seems to be that at which the pilot feels he can rotate the airplane to 
change his flight path angle by an adequate amount and still have suffi- 
cient thrust response from the engine to overcome the increased drag 
associated with the higher sngle of attack. In dy one case, that of 
the pilot who chose the lowest approach speed, was proximity to stall 
considered a Umiting factor. The lift coefficients corresponding to 
each pilot's choice of approach speed are shown in figure 17. Included 
in this figure are the average values of lfft coefficient computed from 
the approach airspeeds measured in reference 6. It should be noted that 
tith this particular application of boundary-layer control the pilots 
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seem willing not only to use all of the lift ticrement provided by the 
system at a given angle of attack but, with the system operating, to 
increase slightly the angle of attack at which they approach. 

. 

The stall characteristics of the airplane are generally considered 
to range frcm marginal to .unsatisfactory, due to the unacceptable roll- 
off which occurred at the stall. This roll-off seemed to be slightly 
more pronounced with the boundary-lsyer control on. Opinionwas divided 
as to the adequacy of the stall wsrnU.g; however, the consensus was that 
it was rather we&s snd occurred close to the stsll. 

The lateral-directional stability of the airplane in the approach 
configuration is poor and does not seem to be changed much by the appli- 
cation of boundary-layer control; though at the higher approach speeds, 
with the system operating, there is an apparent breakdown and reattach- 
ment of flow over portions of the flap which gives rise to rolling 
moments and further excites the lateral-directional oscillations. 

As no quantitative measurements were made of the take-off perform- 
ance of the airplane, the only data that can be given are a comparison 
of pilot opinion tith and without the system operating. Some difficulty 
was experienced in obtaining nose wheel lift-off with the boundsry-layer 
control on, due probably to the nose-down ppitching moment associated with 
operating the system. The take-off was acccanplished at a lower airspeed 
with the boundary-layer control on; however, the higher drag was quite 
noticeable to all the pilots and resulted in a lower acceleration, which 
psrtially canceled the effects of the decrease in take-off speed. 

Other Configurations Tested 

In addition to the data obtained for the basic configuration, certain .- 
other configurations were tested. The lift and drag data for these other 
configurations sre presented in figures 19 through 21. The configurations 
were: (1) the basic configuration but with pylons mounted on the lower 
surface of the wing as shown in figure -5; (2) the basic configuration with 
the droopable leading edge of the wing locked down; and (3) the basic 
configuration with only the outboesd flap deflected, but with the tip 
tanks on. The vsriations of mcanentum coefficient with lift coefficient 
during these test runs were similar to that shown in figure 6. A ccmpari- 
son of figures 20 and 21 indicates that the reduction in maximum lift 
coefficient from closing the split flap under the fuselage was about 0.13. 
A comparison of figures 19 and 20 indicates that reduction in the angle 
for maximum lift for the airplane with flaps and gear tzp could be a-&rib- I 
uted for the most part to the droopable leading edge. 

. 
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C!ONC!LUK!BG REMARKS 

The in-flight evaluation of the high-pressure-blaring boundary- 
layer cmtrol system as installed in the F9F-4 afrplane resulted in the 
f 0lIming : 

1. Theuse ofbloM.ngIrtcreasedthe ma&Imlm lift coefficient In 
the approach coditim from 1.98 to 2.32. _. . 

2. The flap lift incrementwithblowing onwas greater thanthe 
theoretical flap Uft increment, so it was possible that some 3ncrease 
in circulati.oncouldbepresentKf the boundary-layer controlaystem 
operating. 

3. The flight-test data indicate a larger favorable effect caused 
by the boundary-layer control system than that measured on a 1/5.5- 
scale model of the F9F-4 airplane in a wind tunnel. 

i 

4. Calculations of the take-off distances showed little improve- 
ment for the boundary-layer control airplane, due to the thrust loss of 
the engine during blow3ng operation. The boundary-layer controlair- 
plane, however, could be catapulted successfully with less "uind over the 
deck" '&an the standazd air-plane. 

. 5. The effect of operat3ng tith boundary-layer control is that it 
allows the pilot to approach at an angle of attack equal to or greater 
than that used tithout boundary-layer ccmtrol, This correspomb rou@y 
to a IO-knot reduction in the approach speed, due to operation of the 
boundary-layer control system. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Co?muittee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Nov. I, 1955 
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APFXNDIXA 

EQUATIONS USED FOR D33XEMIN 2XGLIFTANDDRAG 
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axis 

With the notation and sign conventfan indicated in the above diagram, 
the lift and drag equations, as used in this report, are as follows: 

Lift = W(&cos a + Alsin a) - F~sin CL 
Dm3 = W(Ansin a - Alcoa a) + FGCOS cs - WaVo 

c 

I 

where .- 

W weight of a-lane, lb 

42 normal acceleration factor, g units 

4 longitudfnal acceleration factor, g units 

a angle of attack, deg 

FG gross thruet, lb 

wa engine inflow, sluga/sec 

vo airplane free-stream velocity, ft/aec 

The weight of the a3rplanewas determined from the take-offweight and 
the amount of fuel used between the take-off and the time of the run. 
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i 
A total-pressure probe was mounted in the tail pipe of the jet 

engke to give data for the det ermination of engke gross thrust andair 
flOW. In order to use the data frcrm a single probe, it was necessaxy to 
assume that a uniform distributfan of temperature and pressure existed 
across the tail pipe, It was also assumed that the static pressure Sn 
the tail pipe erdt was equal to free-stream static pressure and that 
there were no nozzle losses. The equations used for engFne thrust and 
air flowdetermina tion are presented in reference 7. 
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MEX'BODSUSED TOEVALUATE TEE PERFORMANCE CAPABILITIES 

OF TBEBOUNDARY-LAYER COETRCLSYSTEM 

The following are the equations used and the assumptions made to 
calculate the performance capabilities of the boundary-layer control 
system on the FgF-4 airplane. 

Take-off distance: 

Ground run = WvTo' t ft 
64.4[~ - kw - qs(% - pcL)f 

where the take-off velocity 

v TO = lo2 'Stti 

= 1.{1.837Jy) , ft/sec 

and 
9= $i do.7 v,,)2 

T= thrust at lOO-percent N 

W = gross weight in pounds 
p = 0.02 
at = angle of attack corresponding to C!b 

Acceleration is assumed to vary linearly up to take-off velocity. On 
this aircraft the maximum ground angle.iS-XZ" so this value does not.. 
limit the take-off calculations (ref. 8, pp. 194-196). 

Air distance = -%!-!! + vT02 , ft 
T -D 32.2s 

where 
D = drag at 0.7 & 
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In this equation it-is assumed that thrust and drag remain constant 
during transition and that maximum steady climb has b&en reached before 
attaining the m-foot height (ref. 9, pp. 48-51). 

Landing distance: 

Ground roll = 

where the landing velocity 

P 
In this equation it is assmed 
thrust during grolznd run (ref. 

= 1.15 V&U 

= 0.40 
that CL is constant and there is no 
10, PP. 311-313). 

Air distance = 
(ko2 - VL2) 

64.4 + 50 1 W ft 
D -T-yj' 

where the velocity at the 50-foot height 

and 
v50 = 1.2 Vsta 

(ref. 8, pp. 197-198). 
T = thrust at TO-percent N 

Catapult end speed: 

where 

T =thrustatlOO-percent N 
. 

CL = angle of attack corresponding to C%. 
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TARE3 I.- DIMEIEiIO~DATAFORTBR GRUMMANFgF-k AIRPLANE 

‘w3 
Airfoil section ................ INCA &A010 
Area,sqft ..................... 250 
spm,ft ...................... 38 
Root chord, in. .................. 117 
Tip chord, in. ................... 44 
Mean aerodymmic chord, in. ............ 89.5 
Aspect ratio .................... 5.0 
Incidence, deg ................... 0 

laps 
Slotted 

Inbroad end at 26.3-percent semispan 
Outboard end at 59-percent semispan 
Area,sqft .................... 
Deflection,deg .................. z; 

Split (under fuselage) 
Inboard cud at C-percent semispan 
Outboard end at 26-percent semispas 
Area, sqft .................... 21.7 
Deflection,deg .................. 40 

Nose 
Inboard end at 26.3-percent s&span 
Outboard end at 89.8-percent semispau 
Area,sqft .................... 25 
Deflection, deg .................. 19 



, 
stall chazacterlst~cs (pm 

approach configuration) 
PLlot configuration 

ApproachF~imaryreasom for choosing 
speed1 approach speed 

l-k; ..a nm 

mowing Off ~:OO 
w-: 93 11 

A. 
BlarLn@;m w-: L y id- 

stalzk82 

up-w I I I 

=- 0ff stall:go w-: 93 ~4,5cxl z 

B 

barn: OK 
3xlJzMarglnal 

-- 

C 
Blawlng off I=:: 11 

Blowing on 
warn: 

II 
Blodng off StallEBo 1: 

warn: 80 1 
BlowIngon S-:77 . 

l~~lane gross weight, 13,100 

===-I IJJmEqLlaTe sCLt1tude control 
ITmnbiGty to arrest sink I 
.,-dequate altitude control 

I Lateral response and sta- 
hilltv in mmt I 

-- tltltude control 
+,400 warn: UK 

stall:mg1llal 95 jk&.-e& response and sta- 
bility in gust 

~. warn: UnsatisfactorY _ ̂ ^ Inadequate longitudinal 
+J7@J Stall:UnsatlBfactory .LW control response 
+ 6oo warn: MargInal Inadequate longittinal 
f StalkUnsatiafactciry 91 ccmtrol response 

warn: 
S?000 SkLL:Satisfactory 100 +4ltitude control 

wrzwn: 
3J30° StalkUnsatiefactory 88 

pLtmxi&ty to stall and 
altitude c0IdrOl 

ii/- 

, * 
. . 

._ 
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/e- 38.0’ b 

19 

. 
Figure L- Drawing of the test airplxme. 



. . _,.. . a- .-., ‘i . ,,.: ..:, 

(a) PLaps UP. A-20256 

Figure 2.- Dmee-quarter rear view of test airplane. 

I I . 
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I , 4 I 

(b ) FZaps dam. 

- ‘* 9 I 
1 -- a 

dbv 

! 

A-2U&T 

Figure 2.- Concluded. 



. .I 

Fiwe 3.- Schematic firwing showing the wing-shroud-blowing system. 

I I 
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Wing duct 7 

(a) Typical cross section of wing through the flap. 

3 
h \ 

x \ . \ . \ -. 
2 --- ------- --m.-.----- 

60 80 100 120 140 
Wing station, in. 

(b) Location of blowing nozzle with respect to the flap. 

Figure 4.- Details of the blowing flap installation. 
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cc J photO~ph Of nozzle. 
A-ZMB 

W3ure 4.” cmtinued. 
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L 
.- . 
D 

TI 

zi 
n 

5 

4 

3 

2 

I 

0 1 

60 70 80 90 100 

Corrected engine speed, N/E, percent 

(d) Bleed-air vartition tith engfne speed; valve open. 

FFgure 4.- Concludeda ++ - 



L IA. h L .A, 
A-19B88 

Figure .5.- Close up of wing showing external hinges and pJ1a-m. 

I . . I 
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I I 

0 Flap and gear down, blowing on, nose flap = 19”. 

0 Do. _____________ blowing off, da--------. 

0 Flap and gear up, blowing off, nose flap = 0”. 

2.4 

1.6 

.8 

0 
-4 0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 

a, dog 
0 .I .2 .3 .4 ,5 .6 

co 

5 ! 

I 
0 .02 

CP 
(a) Lift characteristica. (b) Drag charactaristice. (c) ldallenhun 

coefficient. 
Rbure 6.- Wft and drag characteristics of the teat aIrplane; pylone off, approach parer 

m = 85 pmcent. 



o Flap and gear down, blowing on, N = 85%, nose flap q 19”. 

A Do .________ -_-_- ________ N=lOO%,do ._______ 

2.4 

I.6 

CL 

1.2 

0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 

Q, deg 

(a) IAft characteristics 

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 

CD 

(b) Dmg characteristics. 

0 02 .04 

CP 

(c) Momentun 
coefflclent. 

1 F5.gure 7.- The effect of changzkg enp;ine speed on the lift and drag characteristics of tne 
test airplane; pylons off. 

. I I 

I 



2.4 
a 

- -7200 
-- 

- 

2.2 
/- 

y----7- 
16’ 

/ c 
AC -- 

I/ 
C- 

2-o-l-t 1 
A’ •‘~~~~~~ 9 

I I I -A4--r-- I I I2 I I I I 

0 .004 ,008 .012 .016 .020 .024 .028 .032 .036 
Momentum coefficient, Gp 

Figure a.- Variation of lift coefficient with momentum coeffhxient at several values of angle 
of attack; teat airplane, flap aa gem down, nose droop4 19’. 

G3 



0 
.004 ,008 .Ol2 .016 .020 .024 .028 .032 .036 

Momentum coefficient, Gp 

Figure 9.- The variation in flap lift increment caused by increases in momentum coefficient at 
several angles of attack; test airplane, gear down and nose flap drooped 19'. 

, . , 
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1.0 

.B 

.6 

A% flap 

.4 

.2 

I I I I ,-blowing on N =‘lOO% 

m--s-----. ---* - 
L-Blowing off 

, -- - I 
--. - 

4 20 

Figure lO.- Variation of flap effectiveness tith angle of attack for 
outboard flap only; tip tanks removed, gear down and nose flap 
drooped lg". 



Figure Il.- Three-quarter rear tiew of test airplane with tig tip tmke removed and cutboard. 
flap deflected. 

, 
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1.6 

GL 

1.2 

.4 

0 Flap and gear down, blowing on, (N = 85%) 
n Do .___________ - blowing off, do.---- 
0 Flap and gear up, blowing off, (N = 85%) 
A Flap and gear down, blowing on, (N = 100%) m 

0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 
a, deg 

Figure 12.- Variation of lift coefficient tith angle of attack; outboard 
flaps only, wing tip tanks removed, and nose flap drooped 19'. 



Flight test 
----- Wind tunnel 

2.0 

1.6 P .- 
CL i? 

z 
1.2 

.8 
I I I I I I I I I I IQ 

I 2 
/ 

I z 
-0 

d 

.4 I I I 

I I I I I I I 

0 
I I I I I I I 

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 ,004 ,008 .012 .016 ,020 .024 ,028 

=, deg GP 

(a) Variation of LLft coefficient with angle 
of attack in approach cond1tl.m; M = 85 
percent, blowing on, noae flap drooped 19’. 

(b) Comparison of blowing effectiveness; 
cc = 100. 

Figure l3.- Compmiaon of the flight-teat results with teat of a l/5.5-male model in a wind 
tuuriel (ref. 3). 
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i 
5 - 

< LL? 
c 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

I 

O- 
0 

I 
I 

I 
.C svstem on I 0 BL- I 

A BLC system off 

I 
I 

/ 
1 

I I I I I I I I/ I 

, 
/ / 

I / 
I 1 Normal, unmodified enbine & I/4 I 

modified to include 
the BLC system - 

20 40 60 80 

Corrected engine speed, N/g, percent 

Figure lb.- Ccxupaxis~ of the enginethrusttith anduithowtthe 
boundary-layer control Bystem (ref. 6). 
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r 
130 

120 

I IO 

P 
2 Jc 

400 C 
: 
55 
> 

< 0 

90 

80 / 

70 I- 
14 

Boundary layer controlled airplane 
---- Standard airplane 

I 0 
t ] ! 
I I I take-off 

I6 I8 20 

Gross weight, lb 

24x IO3 

Figure 1-5.- Comparison of the take-off characteristics of the ai2plane 
with boundary-layer control and the standard aIrpLane (N = 100 percent). 



40 
I Boundary layer controlled airplane 

In 
5 

5 30 
-5 
-z 

-m-w- Standard airplane 
/= 

/ 
/ 

c 

I5 I6 I7 I8 

Gross weight, lb 

Figure I&- Cce~parieoa of the dnd requFred to catapult the aFrpLme with boundary-layer 
control and the standard 2xirplane. 
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2.4 

1.6 

G, 1.2 

.8 I 
0 

8 12 
Q, cm 

16 24 

Figure 17.- Approach lift coefficients selected by the Ames research 
pilote (N = 85 percent). 
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120 r 
II0 

80 

Gross weight, lb 

Figure 18.- Variation of approach velocity with gross weight. 



o Flop and gear down, blowing on, N=85%, nose drooped 199 
q Do ,_____________ blowing off, do ._________-------. 
o Flap and gear up, blowing off, N = 8596, nose drooped 09 

2.41 , , I , , , 

.8 

.4 
III1 I II 

0 
-4 0 4 8 12 I6 20 24 0 .I .2 .3 4 .5 

Figure lg.- ILft and drag characteristics of the test airplane with pylons cm. 



o Flap and gear down, blowing cm, N = 85%, nose drooped 19” 
q Do ,__l__________ blowing off, do. - _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
0 Flap and gear up, blowing off, N 885X, nose drooped 19” 

2.4 

1.6 

CL 

1.2 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
a, deg 

0 0 .I .I .2 .2 .3 .3 .4 .4 .5 .5 .6 .6 
CD CD 

(a) Lift characterietlcs. (b) Drag oharacteristlcs, 

mgure 20.- Lift and drag chtxracteristics of the test airplane titb both KLaps actuated, nose 
flap armpd, and pyl.ms on. 



o Flop and gear down, blowing on, N - 85%, nose drooped 19: 
0 Do.----------- blowing off, do ._______--- ------. 
o Flap and geor up, blowing off, N =85X, nose drooped 19’. 

I.6 

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 24 

a, deg 

(a) LiziT charact~lstlca. 

r I I 

0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 

(b) Drag chmacteristics. 

Figure 2l.- zift and drsg characteristica of the test airplane with only the outboard flap 
actuated, nose flap drooped, and pylons off. 
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